A round the world electronic health records data are being shared and exchanged between two different systems for direct patient care, as well as for research, reimbursement, quality assurance, epidemiology, public health, and policy development. It is important to communicate the semantic meaning of the clinical data when exchanging electronic health records data. In order to achieve semantic interoperability of clinical data, it is important not only to specify clinical entries and documents and the structure of data in electronic health records, but also to use clinical terminology to describe clinical data. There are three types of clinical terminology: interface terminology to support a user-friendly structured data entry; reference terminology to store, retrieve, and analyze clinical data; and classification to aggregate clinical data for secondary use. In order to use electronic health records data in an efficient way, healthcare providers first need to record clinical content using a systematic and controlled interface terminology, then clinical content needs to be stored with reference terminology in a clinical data repository or data warehouse, and finally, the clinical content can be converted into a classification for reimbursement and statistical reporting. For electronic health records data collected at the point of care to be used for secondary purposes, it is necessary to map reference terminology with interface terminology and classification. It is necessary to adopt clinical terminology in electronic health records systems to ensure a high level of semantic interoperability. 
임상문서 정보교류 시스템의 의미론적 상호운용성 확립을 위한 메타데이터 국제표준 적용방안
Five clinical document types (admission note, initial medical examination note, discharge note, emergency note, and operation note) from five major Korean hospitals (Seoul National University Hospital, Ajou University Medical Center, Pusan National University Hospital, Gachon University Gil Hospital, and Chonnam National University Hospital). 25262"]'> <assert test="string-length(@text) &lt; 5">There is not enough letters in the patient registration number. </assert> <assert test="string-length(@text) &gt; 8">There is too much letters in the patient registratio number. </assert> </rule> </pattern> 
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